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power, and it was, moreover, not easy to see how it could
apply.

65. Mr. PELLET (Special Rapporteur) said he reserved
his position on everything that had just been said about
the interpretation of article 29. With regard to the defini-
tion of reservations, he thought it had been agreed that
there was no question of changing article 29 and the argu-
ments put forward by Mr. Bennouna and Mr. Melescanu
were not relevant for the purposes of the exercise the
Commission was engaged in because the aim was to pre-
pare a guide to practice in respect of reservations, not in
respect of the application of the Vienna Conventions. He
did not think that too much importance should be attached
to the first part of article 29 simply because it was at the
beginning. He was not even sure how important the cur-
rent discussion was because the only argument being put
forward was that the definition of reservations must not
jeopardize the general Vienna regime, and that was some-
thing the Commission had already agreed on. He under-
stood the concerns expressed, but they were beside the
point.

66. Mr. HE said that he also reserved his position on the
very complex question of interpretation. Since there was
so little time available, the discussion should continue at
the second part of the session in New York.

67. The CHAIRMAN said that, in view of the differ-
ences of opinion, it would be better to refer only draft
guideline 1.1.3 to the Drafting Committee and continue
the consideration of draft guideline 1.1.8 in plenary in
New York.

68. Mr. ROSENSTOCK said that the problem could be
solved immediately if the words “if otherwise permis-
sible” were added to draft guideline 1.1.8., thereby mak-
ing it clear that statements of exclusion of that kind were
normally not permissible, but that, when they were, they
constituted reservations. If that proposal was acceptable,
draft guideline 1.1.8 could be referred to the Drafting
Committee.

69. Mr. PELLET (Special Rapporteur) said that he fully
agreed with the idea expressed in Mr. Rosenstock’s pro-
posal because it was obvious that the statement in ques-
tion had to be permissible, but he was strongly opposed to
saying so in draft guideline 1.1.8 because that applied to
nearly all the other draft guidelines. He therefore pro-
posed that, in order to avoid making the text unnecessarily
heavy, a draft guideline 1.1.9 could be added, to state
basically that all the above-mentioned definitions were
without prejudice to the permissibility of reservations.

70. Mr. MELESCANU said that such a draft guideline
would have to be prepared by reference to the 1969
Vienna Convention because it would have to be in con-
formity with article 29 and some of the other articles of
that Convention.

71. Mr. BENNOUNA said that permissibility was not
the issue under consideration and the Special Rapporteur
himself had indicated that there must be a clear-cut dis-
tinction between the problems involved in the definition
of reservations and those of permissibility. In the present
case, what was being discussed was the possibility of
characterizing such a restrictive statement as a reserva-

tion; the issue was thus admissibility, not permissibility.
The solution proposed by Mr. Rosenstock was entirely
acceptable, but, since the Special Rapporteur objected to
it, he himself could agree with Mr. Melescanu’s proposal
that the Commission should opt for wording indicating
basically that the definitions—that is to say, the Guide to
Practice—were fully in keeping with the provisions of the
1969 Vienna Convention, possibly with an indication of
the relevant articles. In any event, the Commission had to
agree on what it would refer to the Drafting Committee.

72. Mr. ECONOMIDES said that, in considering draft
guideline 1.1.3, the Drafting Committee might take
account of some elements of draft guideline 1.1.8 that
would help make things clearer without necessarily pre-
judging the matter of principle that had to be settled.

73. Mr. PELLET (Special Rapporteur) said that he con-
tinued to be opposed to the referral to the Drafting Com-
mittee of draft guideline 1.1.8 together with the proposed
amendment. It would be better to reflect the idea
expressed in that proposed amendment in a more general
draft guideline 1.1.9, which he would prepare and which
the Commission should, in his opinion, consider in ple-
nary in New York. As to Mr. Melescanu’s proposal, he
was not sure that it was only the 1969 Vienna Convention
that had to be applied and he would like States which had
not ratified that Convention to take a close look at the
draft Guide to Practice.

74. After a discussion in which Mr. BENNOUNA,
Mr. FERRARI BRAVO, Mr. PELLET (Special Rappor-
teur) and Mr. ROSENSTOCK took part, the CHAIR-
MAN suggested that the Commission should refer draft
guidelines 1.1.3 and 1.1.8 to the Drafting Committee and
inform it that the Special Rapporteur would prepare a gen-
eral provision on the relationship with the 1969 Vienna
Convention in order to clarify the part of the Guide to
Practice on definitions.

It was so agreed.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.

—————————
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Draft report of the Commission on the work
of its fiftieth session

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to con-
sider its draft report, paragraph by paragraph, starting
with chapter IV, on diplomatic protection.

CHAPTER IV. Diplomatic protection (A/CN.4/L.552 and Add.1)

A. Introduction (A/CN.4/L.552)

Paragraphs 1 to 3

Paragraphs 1 to 3 were adopted.

Section A was adopted.

B. Consideration of the topic at the present session (A/CN.4/
L.552 and Add.1)

Paragraphs 4 and 5 (A/CN.4/L.552)

Paragraphs 4 and 5 were adopted.

1. INTRODUCTION BY THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR OF HIS PRELIMINARY

REPORT

Paragraphs 6 to 10

Paragraphs 6 to 10 were adopted.

Paragraph 11

2. Mr. BENNOUNA (Special Rapporteur) proposed
that “bilateral investment promotion agreements”, in the
last sentence, should be amended to read “bilateral invest-
ment promotion and protection agreements”. In the same
sentence, “claims bodies” was a more appropriate term
than “claims commissions”. The Iran-United States
Claims Tribunal and the United Nations Compensation
Commission established under Security Council resolu-
tion 692 (1991) of 20 May 1991, which were presented in
footnote 10 as examples of the developments referred to
in the last sentence, fell into two entirely different catego-
ries. He therefore proposed deleting the second example
and inserting as a first example the International Centre
for Settlement of Investment Disputes, a World Bank
body established in March 1965, to which individuals
were entitled to present claims against States.

Paragraph 11, as amended, was adopted.

Paragraph 12

Paragraph 12 was adopted.

Paragraph 13

3. Mr. BENNOUNA (Special Rapporteur) proposed
deleting the phrase “which it may waive”, in the first sen-
tence, since it might lead to confusion. A State could cer-
tainly waive its right to diplomatic protection, but only in
the context of an agreement with another State.

4. He proposed that the second sentence should be
amended to read: “In keeping with the traditional view of
diplomatic protection, a State is enforcing its own right by
endorsing the claim of its national”.

Paragraph 13, as amended, was adopted.

Paragraphs 14 and 15

Paragraphs 14 and 15 were adopted.

2. SUMMARY OF THE DEBATE

3. ESTABLISHMENT OF A WORKING GROUP (A/CN.4/L.552/Add.1)

Paragraphs 16 to 49

Paragraphs 16 to 49 were adopted.

Paragraph 50 

5. Mr. ECONOMIDES said that the French version of
the sentence referring to the Rainbow Warrior incident
was unclear.

6. Mr. BROWNLIE said that the Rainbow Warrior case
was an interesting example of how claims for direct dam-
age to the State were frequently combined with claims in
respect of the interests of individuals. The Secretary-
General of the United Nations, acting as mediator, had
effected a settlement under which, inter alia, France had
been required to pay New Zealand a large sum in compen-
sation for the breach of its sovereignty and, at the same
time, to compensate the family of the Netherlands photog-
rapher who had lost his life.

7. The CHAIRMAN assured Mr. Economides that the
French version of the sentence would be edited to ensure
greater clarity.

Paragraph 50 was adopted on that understanding.

Paragraph 51

Paragraph 51 was adopted.

Section B, as amended, was adopted.

Chapter IV, as a whole, as amended, was adopted.

Chapter V. Unilateral acts of States (A/CN.4/L.555 and Add.1)

A. Introduction (A/CN.4/L.555)

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1 was adopted.

Section A was adopted.

B. Consideration of the topic at the present session (A/CN.4/
L.555 and Add.1)

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 2 was adopted.

1. INTRODUCTION BY THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR OF HIS FIRST REPORT

Paragraphs 3 to 18

Paragraphs 3 to 18 were adopted.
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Paragraph 19

8. Mr. CANDIOTI proposed that the word “study” after
the words “formation of custom” should be deleted. 

Paragraph 19, as amended, was adopted.

Paragraph 20

Paragraph 20 was adopted.

Paragraph 21

9. Mr. BENNOUNA proposed that the statement in the
first sentence of the French version that l’estoppel est un
phénomène qui ne présente aucun intérêt pour l’étude
should be brought into line with the original English ver-
sion which read: “estoppel did not constitute a phenom-
enon which was of direct concern to the study”. 

Paragraph 21 was adopted on that understanding.

Paragraphs 22 to 35

Paragraphs 22 to 35 were adopted.

2. SUMMARY OF THE DEBATE

Paragraphs 36 to 61 

Paragraphs 36 to 61 were adopted.

Paragraph 62

10. Mr. PAMBOU-TCHIVOUNDA proposed that the
word capables, in the French version, should be replaced
by susceptibles.

Paragraph 62, as amended, was adopted.

Paragraphs 63 to 84

Paragraphs 63 to 84 were adopted.

Section B, as amended, was adopted.

C. Report of the Working Group (A/CN.4/L.555/Add.1)

Paragraphs 85 to 91

Paragraphs 85 to 91 were adopted.

Section C was adopted.

Chapter V, as a whole, as amended, was adopted.

11. Mr. KUSUMA-ATMADJA said he was unsure
whether the word “jurisprudence”, as used throughout the
chapter, was intended to refer to the science or philosophy
of law, the usual meaning in English, or to case law, the
meaning in civil-law systems.

12. Mr. RODRÍGUEZ CEDEÑO (Special Rapporteur)
said that it referred to judicial decisions by ICJ, the Per-
manent Court of Arbitration and other arbitral tribunals
and commissions.

13. Mr. DUGARD (Rapporteur) said he had taken the
term to mean both case law and doctrine, for example in
the reference to “a developed body of jurisprudence” in

paragraph 50. His impression was that the usage through-
out the chapter was acceptable to English-speakers.

CHAPTER VI. International liability for injurious consequences
arising out of acts not prohibited by  international law (prevention
of transboundary damage from hazardous activities) (A/CN.4/
L.554 and Corr.1 and 2 and Add.1 and Add.1/Corr.1 and 2 and
Add.2 and Add.2/Corr.1)

A. Introduction (A/CN.4/L.554)

Paragraphs 1 and 2

Paragraphs 1 and 2 were adopted.

Section A was adopted.

B. Consideration of the topic at the present session (A/CN.4/
L.554 and Corr.1 and 2)

Paragraphs 3 to 5

Paragraphs 3 to 5 were adopted.

1. PRESENTATION OF THE FIRST REPORT OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR

Paragraph 6

Paragraph 6 was adopted.

Paragraph 7

Paragraph 7 was adopted with a minor editing change.

Paragraphs 8 to 25

Paragraphs 8 to 25 were adopted.

2. SUMMARY OF THE DEBATE

Paragraphs 26 and 27

Paragraphs 26 and 27 were adopted.

Paragraph 28

Paragraph 28 was adopted with a minor editing
change.

Paragraphs 29 to 38

Paragraphs 29 to 38 were adopted.

Paragraph 39

14. Mr. PAMBOU-TCHIVOUNDA said that, in order
to establish a parallel with paragraph 38, which began
with the words “The principles of procedure”, the words
“Concerning principles of substance,” should be inserted
at the beginning of paragraph 39.

Paragraph 39, as amended, was adopted.

Paragraphs 40 to 46 

Paragraphs 40 to 46 were adopted.

CHAPTER VIII. Nationality in relation to the succession of States
(A/CN.4/L.559 and Corr.1)

A. Introduction (A/CN.4/L.559)
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Paragraphs 1 to 4

Paragraphs 1 to 4 were adopted.

Section A was adopted.

B. Consideration of the topic at the present session (A/CN.4/
L.559 and Corr.1)

Paragraphs 5, 5 bis and 6

Paragraphs 5, 5 bis and 6 were adopted.

Section B was adopted.

Chapter VIII, as a whole, was adopted.

State responsibility1 (continued)* (A/CN.4/483,
sect. C, A/CN.4/488 and Add.1-3,2 A/CN.4/490 and
Add.1-7,3 A/CN.4/L.565, A/CN.4/L.569)

[Agenda item 2]

FIRST REPORT OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR (continued)*

15. Mr. CRAWFORD (Special Rapporteur), introduc-
ing chapter II of his first report on State responsibility (A/
CN.4/490 and Add.1-7), said it had been circulated in an
informal version in English and French only and was
defective in that it lacked footnotes and tables. It
addressed two issues relating to the draft articles on State
responsibility: questions of terminology that arose in
respect of the articles as a whole, and recommendations
concerning the general principles set out in articles 1 to 4
of chapter I (General principles) of part one.

16. The Working Group headed by Mr. Simma had
begun the process of considering the articles in part one
by reference to the established concepts of norms of jus
cogens and erga omnes obligations. Some issues in part
one had been singled out as requiring further develop-
ment, but the effort needed would be modest. The out-
come of the Working Group’s deliberations would be
fully reflected in his second report.

17. With article 19 (International crimes and interna-
tional delicts) left to one side, and with the firm intention
of reverting to the issues raised during the discussion of
the article, the Commission was currently entering into
the substantive consideration of the articles on State
responsibility on second reading. That process, which
would continue more or less throughout the next three
years, constituted a sort of “rolling review” of the draft.
The Commission’s practice was not to adopt a draft article
definitively on second reading until it adopted all of the
draft, for the good reason that the draft articles had to be
considered as a whole, in view of possible interrelation-
ships. Articles 1 (Responsibility of a State for its interna-
tionally wrongful acts) and 40 (Meaning of injured State),

1 * Resumed from the 2540th meeting.
1  For the text of the draft articles provisionally adopted by the Com-

mission on first reading, see Yearbook . . . 1996, vol. II (Part Two),
p. 58, document A/51/10, chap. III, sect. D.

2 Reproduced in Yearbook . . . 1998, vol. II (Part One).
3 Ibid.

for example, were closely tied in with each other. Thus,
while each article would be addressed substantively, the
possibility would be left open of returning to earlier arti-
cles if necessary. Although the Commission would be
informed of progress in the Drafting Committee’s work,
the articles remained under the Drafting Committee’s
responsibility.

18. The second point about the process currently under
way was that the work on the articles in part one, particu-
larly chapters I and II (The “act of the State” under inter-
national law), was without prejudice to any conclusions
that might be reached with respect to article 19. If the
notion of international crimes of State in the proper sense
was adopted, it would involve more extensive changes to
part one than were envisaged at the current stage.

19. As to questions of terminology, a striking feature of
the draft articles was that they contained no definitions
clause. In his opinion none was needed, as the draft
specified what the terms meant as and when required, and
in an elegant fashion. But the matter could perhaps be
reviewed at a later stage.

20. The phrase “internationally wrongful act” had its
direct equivalent in five of the working languages of the
United Nations, but Mr. Lukashuk had indicated that the
Russian version was closer to “internationally unlawful
act”. The disparity did not seem to him to be all that great,
however, and “internationally wrongful act” was well
enough established in the general debate on responsibility
not to warrant a change.

21. A table to be included in his first report provided the
equivalents in all working languages of several key terms:
internationally wrongful act, breach of an international
obligation, act of a State, attribution, circumstances pre-
cluding wrongfulness, injured State, the “State which has
committed an internationally wrongful act” and damage.
The English word “act” did not connote both act and
omission, as did the French term “fait”, but article 3 (El-
ements of an internationally wrongful act of a State) made
it perfectly clear that “act” was used in the sense of both
act and omission.

22. The phrase “State which has committed an interna-
tionally wrongful act” was cumbersome and raised a
problem of substance. The use of the past tense, “has
committed”, implied that it was clear, at the time of the
dispute, which of the States was at fault. Though that
might indeed be true in some instances, there were many
cases, including in the field of countermeasures, when it
was not. He cited the arbitral award in the case concern-
ing the Air Service Agreement of 27 March 1946 between
the United States of America and France4 and the
Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project case, in which each State
had asserted that the other had committed an internation-
ally wrongful act. In the Corfu Channel case, ICJ had
determined that both States had committed internationally
wrongful acts of different kinds. No change in terminol-
ogy could resolve the problem. In many disputes about
responsibility there was a genuine disagreement about the
facts or the legal position, and there was a big difference

4 Decision of 9 December 1978 (UNRIAA, vol. XVIII (Sales No. E/
F.80.V.7), pp. 417 et seq.).
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between relying on putative rights and relying on estab-
lished rights.

23. One terminological change was nonetheless desir-
able and he was therefore proposing that the phrase “State
which has committed an internationally wrongful act”
should be replaced by “wrongdoing State” throughout the
draft articles. First, the new phrase was much more suc-
cinct and would save about 100 words overall. Secondly,
the use of the past tense implied that the wrongful act had
been completed, and was in the past. However, the draft
clearly also applied to wrongful acts of a continuing char-
acter. ICJ, in dealing with the issue of countermeasures in
the Gab¼íkovo-Nagymaros Project case, had used the
term “wrongdoing State”, even though it had otherwise
generally followed the terminology used in the draft on
State responsibility.

24. The terms “injury” and “damage” also required
clarification. The draft actually referred to “injured
State”, not injury, and the term was defined in article 40
to mean a State which had suffered injuria, an injury in
the broadest possible sense. Nowhere in the draft was
there any indication that “injury” was a correlative to
“damage”: a State might be damaged without being
injured, and vice versa.

25. The term “damages” was familiar, although used in
differing ways, in a number of legal systems, and it
appeared in article 45 (Satisfaction). But the word “dam-
age”, as used in the draft articles, referred to actual harm
suffered, and a distinction was drawn between economi-
cally assessable damage and moral damage: that general
concept of damage ought to be distinguished from
“injury”, meaning injuria or legal wrong as such.

26. The next section of the first report dealt with general
and saving clauses and identified some of the saving
clauses which had become common in drafts produced by
the Commission, as well as three general or saving
clauses contained in the draft articles, albeit in part two,
namely articles 37 (Lex specialis), 38 (Customary interna-
tional law) and 39 (Relationship to the Charter of the
United Nations). He was sympathetic to the suggestion
that each of those saving clauses—especially article 37—
should apply to the draft in general. He would, however,
propose to defer the question of general and saving
clauses until those articles in part two were taken up.
Clearly, they were needed, and perhaps other articles too,
but the Commission should proceed first with the ones in
part one.

27. Part one was entitled “Origin of international
responsibility”. The word “origin” was somewhat
unusual, because it might imply a historical or even psy-
chological inquiry and had a broader connotation than
merely an inquiry into issues of responsibility. The
French Government had sensibly suggested the phrase
“basis of responsibility”, as referred to in the footnote to
paragraph 103 of the first report, something the Drafting
Committee might consider.

28. To sum up his conclusions on articles 1 to 4, which
formed the general principles of chapter I, articles 1
(Responsibility of a State for its internationally wrongful
acts), 3 and 4 should be retained unchanged, but re-
arranged so that, using the current numbering, the

sequence would be: article 3, article 1 and article 4 (Char-
acterization of an act of a State as internationally wrong-
ful). Article 2 (Possibility that every State may be held to
have committed an internationally wrongful act) should
be deleted. He would explain the reasons for those pro-
posals when he came to deal with each article. There was,
in fact, a close connection between articles 1 and 3; hence,
much of what he had to say about article 1 covered issues
which some Governments had brought up under article 3.

29. Article 1 said that every internationally wrongful act
of a State entailed the international responsibility of that
State. The provision was intended to cover all wrongful
conduct, whether arising from positive action, omissions
or failure to act. Also, the draft was concerned only with
internationally wrongful conduct, conduct that was a
breach of an international obligation. The basic distinc-
tion between primary and secondary rules was adhered to
in that regard, and article 1 made that distinction. Of
course, chapter V (Circumstances precluding wrongful-
ness) of part one addressed circumstances which pre-
cluded wrongfulness and raised questions about the
parameters of the topic, especially with respect to
article 35 (Reservation as to compensation for damage),
but the Commission would have to take that up later.

30. Surprisingly, when the Commission had initially
drafted article 1, it had intended to leave open the pos-
sibility of international responsibility for lawful acts. Sub-
sequently, of course, it had adopted the topic of liability
for injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohib-
ited by international law and had been considering the
topic ever since. Part of the problem was that English was
the only United Nations language which distinguished
between “responsibility” (for wrongful conduct) and “lia-
bility” (for lawful conduct). That such a distinction could
not be made in the other working languages had added
enormously to the confusion. In his view the Commission
should abandon the term “liability” entirely and just admit
that it was dealing with certain primary rules.

31. The experience with article 1 suggested that the
notion of State responsibility was properly confined to
wrongful conduct under international law. In addressing
State responsibility in international law, the Commission
was dealing with conduct which was unlawful in the sense
that it contravened an international obligation. The pos-
sibility that there might be circumstances precluding
wrongfulness was without prejudice to that conclusion.
Hence, the Commission, having left the door ajar in 19735

for other forms of responsibility in the proper sense of the
word, should currently firmly close it and admit that inter-
national responsibility was concerned with responsibility
for unlawful conduct and that other questions had to do
with obligations to compensate or perform other acts in
the framework of primary rules.

32. Serious issues, however, did arise in connection
with article 1, more particularly whether article 1, or pos-
sibly article 3, should contain an additional requirement
of fault or damage and whether article 1 should state not
merely whose responsibility existed, but to whom,
because it failed to say to whom the State was responsible.
Hence, two questions of substance emerged with respect

5 See 2523rd meeting, para. 23.
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to articles 1 and 3: whether, first, the general requirements
laid down for responsibility were sufficient, a case having
had been made out for adding a requirement of damage,
and whether, secondly, article 1 should, as it were, estab-
lish the responsibility relationship with injured States,
something that was not done until article 40.

33. The literature had amply discussed the matter of a
general requirement of fault for State responsibility.
Obviously, the draft articles contained no such require-
ment. Similarly, there had been some debate as to whether
there was a requirement of damage to an injured State. No
Government had suggested that articles 1 and 3 needed to
be amended to add a requirement of fault, but several had
proposed that a requirement of damage should be
included in article 1 or 3 or that some other drafting
device should be used, for instance, inserting a reference
to injured State in article 1 and a requirement of damage
in article 40. It might be done by an addition to article 3,
as proposed by Argentina, or to article 40, associated with
a link to article 1, as proposed by France, in the comments
and observations received from Governments on State
responsibility (A/CN.4/488 and Add.1-3), or in some
other way. Although several Governments had made that
proposal, most were satisfied with the formulation of the
articles. Germany, for example, had noted that article 1,
with its so-called objective responsibility, was a
well-accepted general principle.

34. The first point to be made was that the draft articles
dealt with the whole enormous range of primary obliga-
tions, without exception. It covered all sorts of subjects in
which States assumed obligations in many different
terms. The question of the content of the obligation was a
matter for the relevant primary rule, whether it was con-
tained in a treaty, a unilateral act, a rule of general inter-
national law or elsewhere. Clearly, some rules of
international law did require damage for the purposes of
responsibility, for example in the context of trans-
boundary harm, to the extent that there were obligations
between States in respect of international watercourses or
cross-border air pollution. Actual injury had to occur; the
Lake Lanoux arbitration6 supported the proposition that
the mere risk of possible future harm was not a sufficient
basis for responsibility, the Tribunal having upheld the
position of France.

35. Since the articles had been drafted. the case that
came closest to considering that question was the Rain-
bow Warrior arbitration, namely the inter-State arbitra-
tion between France and New Zealand, which had arisen
after France had repatriated two agents required to be held
for a period of some years on an island in the Pacific under
the agreement mediated by the Secretary-General. The
question in the case had been that, if France had been
responsible for that repatriation or for the failure to return
the agents to the islands, then what form was the respon-
sibility to take. France had initially argued that, as there
had been no damage, even moral damage, New Zealand
was not entitled to any relief. New Zealand had referred
to articles 1 and 3 of the draft articles on State responsi-
bility in respect of a treaty obligation which, in apparently
categorical terms, had required that the two agents be kept

6 See 2528th meeting, footnote 3.

in confinement on the island for a certain period of time.
Subsequently, France had changed its position and
accepted that there could be moral and even legal damage
and that damage did not have to be material for there to be
a breach of an obligation and consequent responsibility.7

36. The notion of legal damage was essentially the
notion of injuria, to which he had referred earlier. It went
beyond the idea of moral damage. The Tribunal had held
that, in the context of the bilateral treaty, New Zealand
had suffered damage of a moral, political and legal nature
and, consequently, France had been responsible for the
breach. It had avoided pronouncing directly on articles 1
and 3, but its award did not suggest that there was any
logical stopping place between the narrower concept of
moral damage and the concept adopted in articles 1 and 3,
namely responsibility was incurred when an obligation
was breached. The notion of legal damage was not, as it
were, a replay in a minor key of the notion of moral dam-
age; it was the notion of injuria adopted by articles 1
and 3.

37. The point could be put in another way: States could
enter into obligations on any subject and in any form.
They could agree that responsibility would arise only
when damage was demonstrated, but they could also
agree that responsibility would arise from mere failure by
a State to comply with a particular obligation, however
formulated. Both cases were possible. Obviously, States
could agree categorically that they would or would not do
a particular thing and they might do so because it would
be very difficult to prove that damage had occurred from
a particular act. For example, in the context of the distri-
bution of a river’s water resources it might be difficult to
prove damage, but the water had to be allocated and States
agreed that they would only draw off a certain amount
from the river. That was an obligation. There was no
implied damage requirement regarding other States if
more than the allotted amount of water was taken. In mod-
ern international law, States assumed many obligations of
a specific character, and there was no reason to place on
other States the burden of showing, in addition to a
breach, that they had been damaged. If there was a general
requirement of damage for international obligations, that
would in effect convert all treaties into provisional under-
takings which States could ignore if they felt that to do so
would not cause material damage to other States. That
would put the onus of showing damage on innocent
States, which was unjustified.

38. The same reasoning applied to article 3 and was
important in the field of human rights. It was almost in the
nature of things that other States did not suffer any spe-
cific or identifiable damage from a breach of a human
rights obligation. France conceded that point in its com-
ments and would make an exception for human rights
from its general requirement. But human rights did not
constitute the only area in which that reasoning held. It
also applied in the field of uniform law, for example if

7 See case concerning the difference between New Zealand and
France concerning the interpretation or application of two agreements,
concluded on 9 July 1986 between the two States and which related to
the problems arising from the Rainbow Warrior Affair, Decision of
30 April 1990 (UNRIAA, vol. XX (Sales No. E/F.93.V.3), pp. 215 et
seq.).
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States committed themselves to adopting a particular text
as a uniform law on a particular subject matter. They were
not committing themselves to making reparation to any
person or State damaged by their failure to adopt their
text; instead, it was an agreement that the law would con-
tain a certain element. That was also true in the field of
disarmament, the global commons, protection of the envi-
ronment, and so on. They were areas in which States were
interested in ensuring compliance and not simply in dis-
tributing losses in the event of non-compliance. It there-
fore followed that the suggestion that an additional
requirement of damage be inserted, whether in article 1, 3
or 40, should be rejected. But a decision to reject it should
not be taken to mean more than it implied. All it meant
was that damage could not be read into every case involv-
ing a breach of an international obligation.

39. Three important qualifications were to be made in
connection with that position and went a long way
towards solving the legitimate concerns of States about
vexatious claims, interference by non-interested States,
and so forth. He had referred to them in paragraph 117 of
the first report. First, it was true that there were some, and
perhaps even many, rules of international law where dam-
age was of the essence of the obligation. A famous exam-
ple was principle 21 of the Stockholm Declaration,8

which was formulated in terms of preventing damage to
the environment of other States or of areas beyond
national jurisdiction. The requirement of damage was
written into the primary obligation. But even in cases
where that was not done, it could be seen that the question
of damage was to be referred to the primary obligation. It
was not a general secondary requirement.

40. The second point was that the issue arose in the con-
text of obligations erga omnes, yet was distinct from it.
The question whether damage was a necessary element of
international law arose bilaterally just as often as it did
multilaterally, for example in the context of the Rainbow
Warrior arbitration. Consequently, the Commission was
not taking a position, in adopting article 1, on the question
of less-directly injured States or of multiple injuries to dif-
ferent States, something which arose in part two and
would have to be considered. It was a separate matter on
which the Commission would at the current time take no
position.

41. The third point was that, in saying that damage was
not a requirement for responsibility, the Commission was
in no sense asserting that it was irrelevant to responsibil-
ity. It was relevant in many ways, quite apart from the fact
that a particular primary rule might require the occurrence
of damage. For example, damage was clearly relevant in
connection with reparation—the amount and the form the
reparation should take were closely associated with the
damage which might have occurred, and part two pro-
ceeded on that basis. Similarly, the existence or non-exist-
ence of actual damage was relevant in the context of
countermeasures, which must not be disproportionate. If
a State had suffered no damage, then that was a good rea-
son for limiting its right to take countermeasures in the
absence of special circumstances.

8 See 2529th meeting, footnote 7.

42. Accordingly, it was important not to read too much
into the recommendation or the position that the draft arti-
cles took. The articles simply stated a general proposition
that if a State breached an international obligation, its
responsibility was incurred. It was a straightforward mat-
ter and should be so treated. The same conclusion could
be drawn with respect to the element of fault. No State
had argued that fault should be added as a requirement.
Again, that depended on the particular primary rule. The
point had been clearly made by Denmark on behalf of the
Nordic countries, in the comments and observations
received from Governments on State responsibility. Cer-
tain primary rules might require fault in some sense. For
instance, the Convention on the Prevention and Punish-
ment of the Crime of Genocide called for a specific intent
to injure or destroy an ethnic group as such, and that was
clearly an element of fault. Other rules would have their
own versions of what constituted fault for particular pur-
poses. He was merely saying that there was no general
requirement of fault, a point elegantly made by the Euro-
pean Commission of Human Rights in the case between
Ireland and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland involving torture, inhuman or degrading
treatment in Northern Ireland.9 But such questions of
responsibility were without prejudice to specific issues of
fault which might apply in relation to particular rules. It
followed that, for both those reasons, articles 1 and 3 were
satisfactory as they stood, but his assertion should not be
taken as signifying anything more than that questions of
damage or fault were referred to the specific primary
rules.

43. The issue of principle was whether the articles
should spell out to which States responsibility was owed
or whether it was sufficient for the purposes of part one to
formulate the notion of responsibility in “objective”
terms. In that connection, in the comments and observa-
tions received from Governments on State responsibility,
France proposed that the phrase “the injured States”
should be inserted at the end of article 1 and went on to
propose an elaborate reworking of article 40. The Com-
mission would have to return to those proposals when it
came to consider article 40 at the next session. A first
point that needed to be stressed was that, as universally
agreed, State responsibility was not limited to bilateral
obligations or to bilateral relations of responsibility. The
relationship of responsibility that arose from a breach
was, or could be, a relationship of a multilateral or general
character.

44. The question was whether it was nonetheless pos-
sible to have responsibility in the abstract, as it were. One
of the points underlying the French Government’s com-
ment was that article 40 seemed to create a form of
abstract responsibility. It was important to note that such
had not been the Commission’s intention in adopting the
articles. The draft articles were designed to deal with the
topic of the responsibility of States and, as far as part one
was concerned, they were not limited to the responsibility
of States to other States. As paragraph 121 of the first
report made clear, the Commission had meant to leave

9 Council of Europe, Application No. 5310/71, Ireland v. United
Kingdom, Report of the Commission adopted on 25 January 1976,
Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights, 1976, vol. 19
(The Hague, Martinus Nijhoff, 1977), at pp. 758 and 760.
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open the question of entities other than States that could
rely on that responsibility. There was no indication what-
ever in the sources that the responsibilities of States to
persons in international law other than States would be
based on any different conditions. Moreover, it would be
difficult to think of any international responsibilities
owed exclusively to entities other than States. In leaving
part one quite general in that respect, the Commission had
not meant to endorse the idea of responsibility in a
vacuum. As could be seen from the passage in the com-
mentary to article 3 quoted in paragraph 121, the idea of
an obligation of a State was always correlative to rights to
other States or persons. In that connection he would
favour deletion of the adjective “subjective” qualifying
the word “rights” in the passage in question.

45. Part two was slightly more limited in scope than part
one in that it dealt only with the rights of injured States.
However, that rather minor distinction did not, in his
view, create any difficulty as there was no reason to think
that part one would have been drafted differently if the
scope of part two had been broader. The decision to limit
part two to the rights of injured States had been a sensible
one, but in the current environment, where international
obligations were relied on by individuals in the context of
particular treaty mechanisms and by international organi-
zations in the context of their constituent instruments, as
well as by other entities, it was a fortiori sensible to leave
the possibility open, as the Commission had deliberately
done at the time of the adoption of part one.10 In addition
to the explanation already provided in the commentary to
article 3, the point could also be made in the commentary
to article 1.

46. For all those reasons, he was recommending that
article 1 should be adopted without change, subject to
further consideration of its relationship to the concept of
“injured State” as defined in article 40 and applied in
part two.

47. Article 2 said that every State was subject to the pos-
sibility of being held to have committed an internationally
wrongful act entailing its responsibility. The proposition
was a complete truism which had never, to his knowledge,
been denied in any quarter. Indeed, to deny it would be to
deny the principle of the equality of States and the whole
system of international law. Moreover, the article did not
deal directly with the topic of international responsibility
but, rather, with the possibility of such responsibility. It
was an example of the tendency towards over-refinement
that was one of the problems with the draft articles. The
article was, in his view, unnecessary and could be deleted.

48. Article 3, on the other hand, was very important
both for the structural reasons explained in paragraph 134
of the first report and because it did not say that any con-
dition other than conduct consisting of an action or omis-
sion attributable to the State and constituting a breach of
an international obligation was necessary in order for an
act of a State to be qualified as internationally wrongful.
As stated in paragraph 132, there was a case for placing
article 3 before article 1. With regard to the proposal by
France, in the comments and observations received from
Governments on State responsibility, for the inclusion of

10 See 2532nd meeting, footnote 9.

a reference to “legal acts”—or, rather, “acts in law”—in
subparagraph (a), he believed that the present wording
already covered acts in law and that it would be sufficient
to make the point in the commentary.

49. Lastly, the proposition contained in article 4 had, of
course, been repeatedly affirmed in international law
going back all the way to the “Alabama” case.11 As PCIJ
had pointed out on many occasions, the characterization
of an act as unlawful was an autonomous function of
international law not contingent on its characterization by
national law and not affected by the characterization of
the same act as lawful under national law. That did not
mean internal law was irrelevant to the characterization of
conduct as unlawful; on the contrary, it might well be rel-
evant to it in a variety of ways. No suggestion for changes
to the article had been received, and he was therefore
recommending its adoption.

50. His proposal was that the Commission should, after
debate, refer articles 1 to 4 to the Drafting Committee
with the recommendation that articles 1, 3 and 4 should be
adopted without change and that article 2 should be
deleted. The Drafting Committee should also be
requested to give consideration to changing the order of
the articles and changing the title of part one.

51. Mr. BROWNLIE, after congratulating the Special
Rapporteur on his very careful exposition of important
subject matter, said it was not his impression that
articles 1 to 4 were really controversial. He was, however,
concerned about the question of damage and wished to
say a few words in support of the Special Rapporteur’s
proposal not to include a separate requirement of damage.
The difficulty with the concept of damage was not only
semantic but also conceptual. As the Special Rapporteur
had explained, the content of liability was defined by the
primary rules in each case, and when the primary rules
failed to deal with some particular detail, it was necessary,
especially in the remedial sphere, to fall back on general
principles of international law.

52. His objection to the concept of damage was three-
fold. First, making damage a special requirement would
ex post facto create confusion with regard to the primary
rules, which often did not contain a requirement as to
damage, especially in economic or material terms. Sec-
ondly, developments in international law since the Sec-
ond World War had shown that there could be liability
without proof of special damage, and he was therefore
strongly in favour of relying on the more global concept
of injuria and of the injured State. Thirdly, he feared that
overemphasis on the concept of damage might prejudice
the concept of moral damage. It was a constant refrain of
his that interest in relatively new concepts such as obliga-
tions erga omnes tended to overshadow the usefulness—
not least in the field of human rights—of existing ones,
such as moral damage. It would be a pity if, in building up
the importance of the concept of damage, the Commission
were, perhaps by indirection, to cause the concept of
moral damage to fall into disfavour.

11 The Geneva Arbitration (The “Alabama” case) (United States of
America v. Great Britain), decision of 14 September 1872 (J. B. Moore,
History and Digest of the International Arbitrations to which the
United States has been a Party, vol. I), pp. 653 et seq.
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53. Lastly, with regard to the concept of “fault”, in
English it was not always clear that fault (culpa) included
an element of intention (dolus). Hence, there might be
some value in occasionally using the expression “fault or
intention” in the commentary. In the American literature
of tort, for example, the unwritten assumption tended to
be that all wrongfulness was negligence; yet that was
often not so, and sometimes dramatically not so, as in the
Rainbow Warrior case.

54. Mr. PAMBOU-TCHIVOUNDA said he too
thanked the Special Rapporteur for his presentation. As a
first reaction, he wished to endorse the proposal by France
referred to in the footnote to paragraph 103 that the title
of part one should speak not of the “origin” but of the
“basis” of State responsibility, on the understanding that
in the French the term “basis” would be rendered as les
fondements. As to the expression “State which has com-
mitted an internationally wrongful act” and the proposal
in paragraph 98 (b) to replace it by “wrongdoing State”,
he wondered whether such a course would not be incon-
sistent with the recommendation in paragraph 126 that
article 1 be adopted unchanged. In view of the pressure of
time, it might be best to defer the matter to the second part
of the fiftieth session of the Commission in New York.

55. Mr. ECONOMIDES said he endorsed Mr. Pambou-
Tchivounda’s comments about the use of the term
“wrongdoing State”. It would be undesirable to make the
change in the very short time remaining at the current part
of the session. As to the rest of the Special Rapporteur’s
recommendations, he agreed that article 1 should be
maintained, article 2 deleted and the title of part one
amended. He also concurred that articles 3 and 4 should
be adopted, but he intended to propose drafting changes at
some later date.

56. Mr. MELESCANU said that the Special Rapporteur
deserved the Commission’s thanks for his preparation and
presentation of a most interesting document which pro-
vided an excellent basis for an eventual decision. While
agreeing in principle with the Special Rapporteur’s main
recommendations, he shared the misgivings voiced by
Mr. Pambou-Tchivounda and Mr. Economides about the
expression “wrongdoing State” and also expressed reser-
vations about the proposal to delete article 2. Admittedly
the article added nothing of substance to articles 1 and 3,
but he could not help feeling that something that went
without saying might go still better if it was said. For
example, in his own country, Romania, where he was
engaged in work on a new Constitution, the article which
proclaimed that no one was above the Constitution had
given rise to a surprising amount of discussion. The Spe-
cial Rapporteur was no doubt right from the technical
point of view, but he nevertheless wished to place on
record his reservations regarding deletion of article 2.

57. Mr. ROSENSTOCK said that he considered all the
points raised by the other members so far to be matters of
drafting. None of them justified action other than the
referral of articles 1 to 4 to the Drafting Committee with
a view to the Commission’s taking up the Committee’s
report thereon in New York.

58. Mr. CRAWFORD (Special Rapporteur) said that
those members who had invoked the pressure of time

were evidently under a misapprehension. The Commis-
sion was scheduled to continue its consideration of the
topic of State responsibility that afternoon.

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m.

—————————
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State responsibility1 (continued) (A/CN.4/483, sect. C,
A/CN.4/488 and Add.1-3,2 A/CN.4/490 and Add.1-
7,3 A/CN.4/L.565, A/CN.4/L.569)

[Agenda item 2]

FIRST REPORT OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR (continued)

1. Mr. DUGARD said that he would like the Special
Rapporteur to explain the approach he was proposing that
the Commission should adopt with regard to articles 1
to 4, since he had suggested that three of them should be
kept, that article 2 (Possibility that every State may be
held to have committed an internationally wrongful act)
should be deleted and that the text should be referred to
the Drafting Committee. In the case of other instruments,
the opinion had been expressed that it was not advisable
to amend the existing text. Did the Special Rapporteur
share that opinion about the articles to be kept or would
he be prepared to consider more elegant wording for some
parts? He personally thought that some should be
redrafted, but without touching any of the principles
adopted. He was not sure that that was up to the Drafting
Committee alone. It was for the members of the Commis-
sion to decide.

2. Mr. CRAWFORD (Special Rapporteur) said he
agreed that that problem was one to be solved by the
Commission as a whole. The Working Group chaired by

1 For the text of the draft articles provisionally adopted by the Com-
mission on first reading, see Yearbook . . . 1996, vol. II (Part Two),
p. 58, document A/51/10, chap. III, sect. D.

2 Reproduced in Yearbook . . . 1998, vol. II (Part One).
3 Ibid.




